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theme: something like crystal 

theme movie citation: there’s something about mary 

Date: 11.30.17 

I was reading the think tank like cited: Better Homes & Gardens, December 2017,  

 

magazine. 

I’m not sure if in normal or usual popular culture; people are aware of its think tank like nature?  

   In any case the front of this one, uhm-uhm; as I begin or have begun or began; its study: is a tree drag 

queen.  
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as I glanced beginning initial study; through the magazine: I came to the obvious comprehension that a 

motif of this issue at least of this magazine at least: is housing and or housing-like scenarios. 

   In this level  of think tank: the question doesn’t come up; but and with all potential housing material ; 

What will one do if they don’t have  

… 

 

Aside: drug knowledge notes, cited: brainstormers et al 11.29.17 

cisco -> illegal form of alcohol and or liquor 

 

(back to regular discussion/write-up) 

… 

their own space; rather it says: 

    Look, here’s a way to learn … 

    Yes, learn about … 

Things! That may have to do with: space, housing 

Scenarios: and from that; perhaps 

You can infer: 

The way into housing-/space 

Scenarios that work; 

And housing-space/ 

Scenario segments 

That work for now; and 

Translate to the next segment 

Right away in things that 

Work as housing-space. [or-and, or working housing space] 

tag[s]: arm, e, protocols 
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But when you apply perhaps the reverse model; perhaps each chose-n thing piece; informs you of how 

to have space, housing regular main reasons, may be: 

Secure methods, of to rest; enough or expanded storage of things; bat not the aversion where that 

means removal forever; of one’s death? 

     Perhaps the solution is: the sight of objects at this of history connected to trauma:  

121717 

The front cover Christmas tree and trauma: The Wrong Star; have you ever been decorating a Christmas 

tree; and every perfect star you receive out of a box or however seems like it should be at the myth of 

the top; hence the definition of star; the inability to see such in a … is perhaps one definition of  

[picture not included here, or perhaps not yet included] 

trauma. Notice the star a-top this tree; it’s not the variety that might fit the traditional definition of 

perfect at around x-mas time: as it doesn’t look pricy in the sense of expensive crystal or something; but 

it’s the type of star that both (having) (qualified) (as star) and not perhaps being crystal or something 

like crystal; it both has reached the top, and belongs to stay at top. Unless 

I’m wrong about tis fabric here; in either way what’s seen in this context: is; and then this placement for 

at least this photograph’s texture of this star; … (this photograph implies belonging to the front cover of 

this issue, cited) 

 

 

Is a reliant capture of who-ever is 

Originator or such 

Choice; and not just 

A habit that happens to happen and that nobody thinks about;  of trauma experience, trauma survival, 

and trauma what we hardly have an adjunct word to create phrase for: something like trauma crystal 

solidified.  

 

Theme music citations encore and repeats: 

Chopin-raindrop 

Schbert-Ave Maria 
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Pavarotti-La Boheme/ Pavarotti-“Nessun Dorma” 

Wilco-I am trying to break your heart  

Led Zeppelin-Staircase to Heaven 

Paula Cole-“Dawson’s Creek” Theme Song 

 


